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Abstract

A block Toeplitz algorithm is proposed to perform the J-spectral factorization of a para-Hermitian polynomial matrix. The
input matrix can be singular or indefinite, and it can have zeros along the imaginary axis. The key assumption is that the
finite zeros of the input polynomial matrix are given as input data. The algorithm is based on numerically reliable operations
only, namely computation of the null-spaces of related block Toeplitz matrices, polynomial matrix factor extraction and linear
polynomial matrix equations solving.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Polynomial J-spectral factorization

In this paper we are interested in solving the following
J-spectral factorization (JSF) problem for polynomial
matrices:

Let A(s) = A0 + A1s + · · · + Ads
d be an n-by-n poly-

nomial matrix with real coefficients and degree d in the
complex indeterminate s. Assume that A(s) is para-
Hermitian, i.e. A(s) = AT (−s) where T denotes the
transpose. We want to find an n-by-n polynomial matrix
P (s) and a constant matrix J such that

A(s) = PT (−s)JP (s), J = diag{In+ ,−In− , 0n0}. (1)

P (s) is non-singular and its spectrum 3 lies within the
left half-plane. J = JT is a signature matrix with +1,−1
and 0 along the diagonal, and such that n++n−+n0 = n.

1 A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the
IFAC Symposium on System, Structure and Control, Oax-
aca, Mexico, December 8-10, 2004.
2 Corresponding author. Tel: (+33) 561 33 63 08. Fax: (+33)
561 33 69 69. e-mail: henrion@laas.fr
3 The set of all the zeros (eigenvalues) of a polynomial ma-
trix [Gohberg et al., 1982b].

The J-spectral factorization of para-Hermitian polyno-
mial matrices has important applications in control and
systems theory, as described first in [Wiener, 1949]. See
e.g. [Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994] and [Grimble and
Kučera, 1996] for comprehensive descriptions of appli-
cations in multivariable Wiener filtering, LQG control
and H∞ optimization.

1.1.1 Factorization of singular matrices

In its most general form, the JSF problem applies to
singular matrices. In this paragraph, we show that the
problem of factorizing a singular matrix can be converted
into the problem of factorizing a non-singular matrix.
Alternatively, we can also seek a non-square spectral
factor P (s).

IfA(s) has rank r < n, then n++n− = r in the signature
matrix J . The null-space of A(s) is symmetric, namely if
the columns of Z(s) form a basis of the right null-space
of A(s), i.e. A(s)Z(s) = 0, then ZT (−s)A(s) = 0. As
pointed out in [Šebek, 1990], the factorization of A(s)
could start with the extraction of its null-space. There
always exists an unimodular matrix

U−1(s) = [B(s) Z(s)]
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such that

U−T (−s)A(s)U−1(s) = diag{Ā(s), 0} (2)

where the r×r matrix Ā(s) is non-singular. Now, if Ā(s)
is factorized as Ā(s) = P̄T (−s)J̄ P̄ (s), then the JSF of
A(s) is given by:

J = diag{J̄ , 0}, P (s) = diag{P̄ (s), In−r}U(s).

Equivalently, if we accept P (s) to be non-square, then we
can eliminate the zero columns and rows in factorization
(1) and obtain

A(s) = PT (−s)JP (s), J = diag{In+ ,−In−} (3)

where P (s) has size r × n. The different properties of
factorizations (1) and (3) are discussed later in section
3.4.

What is important to notice here is that any singular fac-
torization can be reduced to a non-singular one. There-
fore, the theory of non-singular factorizations can be
naturally extended to the singular case.

1.2 Existence conditions

Suppose that the full rank n-by-n matrix A(s) admits
a factorization A(s) = PT (−s)JP (s) where constant
matrix JT = J has dimension m. Let σ[A(s)] be the
spectrum of A(s), then

m ≥ m0 = max
z∈iR/σ[A(s)]

V+[A(z)] + max
z∈iR/σ[A(s)]

V−[A(z)]

where V+ and V− are, respectively, the number of posi-
tive and negative eigenvalues of A(s) [Ran and Rodman,
1994]

If A(s) has no constant signature on the imaginary axis,
i.e. the difference V+[A(z)] − V−[A(z)] is not constant
for all z ∈ iR/σ[A(z)], then n < m0 ≤ 2n, see the proof
of Theorem 3.1 in [Ran and Rodman, 1994].

On the other hand, if A(s) has constant signature, then
m = m0 = n, and matrix J can be chosen as the unique
square matrix given in (3). In [Ran and Rodman, 1994]
it is shown that any para-Hermitian matrix A(s) with
constant signature admits a JSF. So, constant signature
of A(s) is the basic existence condition for JSF that we
will assume in this work.

In [Ran and Zizler, 1997] the authors give necessary
and sufficient conditions for a self-adjoint polyno-
mial matrix to have constant signature, see also
[Gohberg et al., 1982a]. These results can be extended
to para-Hermitian polynomial matrices but this is out

of the scope of this paper. Some other works giving nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the
JSF are [Meinsma, 1995] and [Ran, 2003]. There, the
conditions are related to the existence of an stabilizing
solution of an associated Riccati equation. A deeper dis-
cussion of all the related results on the literature would
be very extensive and also out of our objectives.

1.2.1 Canonical factorizations

It is easy to see that if A(s) is para-Hermitian, then the
degrees δi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n of the n diagonal entries of
A(s) are even numbers. We define the diagonal leading
matrix of A(s) as

A = lim
|s|→∞

= D−T (−s)A(s)D−1(s) (4)

where D(s) = diag{s
δ1
2 , . . . , s

δn
2 }. We say that

A(s) is diagonally reduced if A exists and is non-
singular. The JSF (3) can be defined for both di-
agonally or non-diagonally reduced matrices. From
[Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994] we say that the JSF
of a diagonally reduced matrix A(s) is canonical
if P (s) is column reduced 4 with column degrees
equal to half the diagonal degrees of A(s), see also
[Gohberg and Kaashoek, 1986].

In this paper we extend the concept of canonical factor-
ization to matrices with no assumption on its diagonally
reducedness (see section 3.3) or even singular matrices
(see section 3.4).

1.3 Current algorithms and contributions

The interest in numerical algorithms for polynomial JSF
has increased in the last years. Several different algo-
rithms are now available. As for many problems related
to polynomial matrices, these algorithms can be classi-
fied in two major approaches: the state-space approach
and the polynomial approach.

The state-space methods usually relate the problem of
JSF to the stabilizing solution of an algebraic Riccati
equation. One of the first contributions was [Tuel, 1968],
where an algorithm for the standard sign-definite case
(J = I) is presented. The evolution of this kind of
methods is resumed in [Stefanovski, 2003] and ref-
erences inside. This paper, based on the results of
[Trentelman and Rapisarda, 1999], describes and algo-
rithm that can handle indefinite para-hermitian ma-
trices (with constant signature) with zeros along the
imaginary axis. The case of singular matrices is tackled
in [Stefanovski, 2004] only for the discrete case.

4 Let q be the degree of the determinant of polynomial ma-
trix P (s) and ki the maximum degree of the entries of the ith
column of P (s). Then P (s) is column reduced if q =

∑n
i=1 ki.
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The popularity of the state-space methods is related with
its good numerical properties. There exist several numer-
ical reliable algorithms to solve the Riccati equation, see
for example [Bittanti et al. (Eds.), 1991]. On the nega-
tive side, sometimes the reformulation of the polyno-
mial problem in terms of the state-space requires elab-
orated preliminary steps [Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994]
and some concepts and particularities of the polynomial
problem are difficult to recover from the new represen-
tation. On the other hand, the advantage of polynomial
methods is their conceptual simplicity and straightfor-
ward application to the polynomial matrix, resulting, in
general, in faster algorithms. On the negative side, the
polynomial methods are often related with elementary
operations over the ring of polynomials, and it is well
known that these operations are numerically unstable.

In this paper we follow the polynomial approach to
develop a new numerically reliable algorithm for the
most general case of JSF. Our algorithm follows the
idea of symmetric factor extraction used first by Davis
for the standard spectral factorization [Davis, 1963].
Davis’ algorithm was improved in [Callier, 1985] and
[Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994] under the assumption
that the polynomial matrix is not singular and has no
zeros on the imaginary axis. Moreover, the computa-
tions are still based on unreliable elementary polynomial
operations. Our contributions are twofold:

(1) Generality: Our algorithm can handle the most
general case of a possibly singular, indefinite para-
Hermitian matrix, with no assumptions on its
diagonally reducedness or the locations of its ze-
ros along the imaginary axis. As far as we know,
the only polynomial method which can deal with
this general case is the diagonalization algorithm
of [Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994]. The latter algo-
rithm is based on iterative elementary polynomial
operations and thus, it can be quite sensitive to
numerical round-off errors.

(2) Stability: No elementary polynomial operations
are needed. Our algorithm is based on numer-
ically reliable operations only, namely com-
putation of the null-spaces of constant block
Toeplitz matrices along the lines sketched in
[Zúñiga and Henrion, 2004a], factor extraction as
described in [Henrion and Šebek, 2000], as well as
solving linear polynomial matrix equations.

2 Eigenstructure and factor extraction

In this section we review some theory on polynomial
matrices that we use in our algorithm. Formal math-
ematics of this theory can be found in the literature
[Gohberg et al., 1982b]. Here we adopt a practical ap-
proach and we present the results in a form convenient
for the sequel.

2.1 Eigenstructure of polynomial matrices

The eigenstructure of a polynomial matrixA(s) contains
the finite structure, the infinite structure and the null-
space structure.

2.1.1 Finite structure

A finite zero of a non-singular polynomial matrix A(s)
is a complex number z such that there exists a non-zero
complex vector v satisfying A(z)v = 0. Vector v is called
characteristic vector or eigenvector associated to z.

If z is a finite zero of A(s) with algebraic multiplicity
mA and geometric multiplicity mG, then there exists a
series of integers ki > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . ,mG such that
mA = k1 + k2 + · · · + kmG and a series of eigenvectors
vi1, vi2, . . . , viki for i = 1, 2, . . . ,mG associated to z such
that

Ā0 0

Ā1 Ā0

...
. . .

Āki−1 · · · Ā1 Ā0




vi1

vi2
...

viki

 = TZ [A(s), ki]V = 0 (5)

with v11, v21, . . . , vmG1 linearly independent and where

Āj =
1
j!

[
djA(s)

dsj

]
s=z

.

Integer ki is the length of the ith chain of eigenvectors
associated to z.

2.1.2 Infinite structure

From [Gohberg et al., 1982b] we can associate the infi-
nite structure of polynomial matrix A(s) with the finite
structure at s = 0 of the dual matrix

Adual(s) = Ad +Ad−1s+ · · ·+A0s
d.

So, if s = 0 in Adual(s) has algebraic multiplicity m∞
and geometric multiplicitymG, then there exists a series
of integers ki > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . ,mG such that m∞ =
k1+k2+· · ·+kmG and a series of vectors vi1, vi2, . . . , viki
for i = 1, 2, . . . ,mG such that

Ad 0

Ad−1 Ad
...

. . .

Ad−ki+1 · · · Ad−1 Ad




vi1

vi2
...

viki

 = 0 (6)

with v11, v21, . . . , vmG1 linearly independent.
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For our purposes in this paper, we define vectors
vi1, vi2, . . . , viki for i = 1, 2, . . . ,mG as the eigenvectors
at infinity of A(s). Integer ki is the length of the ith
chain of eigenvectors at infinity. We also say that matrix
A(s) has m∞ zeros at infinity. Notice, however, that
from these m∞ zeros only those corresponding to the
chains that have more than d eigenvectors will appear
as zeros at infinity in the Smith–MacMillan form at
infinity of A(s), see e.g. section 6.5.3 in [Kailath, 1980].
To avoid confusions, we use the terminology infinite
Smith zeros to refer to this subset of zeros.

2.1.3 Null-space structure

A basis of the right null-space of A(s) contains the n− r
non-zero polynomial vectors v(s) = v0 + v1s + v2s

2 +
· · ·+ vδs

δ such that A(s)v(s) = 0, or equivalently

A0 0
... A0

Ad
...

. . .

Ad A0

. . .
...

0 Ad




v0

v1

...

vδ

 = TN [A(s), δ + 1]V = 0. (7)

Similarly, a basis of the left null-space of A(s) contains
the n− r vectors u(s) such that AT (s)u(s) = 0.

Let δi be the degree of each vector in the basis of the
null-space. If the sum of all the degrees δi is minimal
then we have a minimal basis.

2.2 Polynomial matrix factor extraction

Factor extraction on a polynomial matrix A(s) consists
in finding a right factor R(s) containing a desired part
of its eigenstructure, for instance a set of finite zeros
with their respective chains of eigenvectors, and such
that A(s) = L(s)R(s). Left factor L(s) contains the re-
mainder of the eigenstructure of A(s). Nevertheless, it is
not always possible to extract in R(s) any arbitrary part
of the eigenstructure of A(s). Theoretical conditions are
presented in section 7.7 of [Gohberg et al., 1982b]. Here,
in order to analyze this problem, and for the effects of
our algorithm, we use the following result extracted from
section 3.6 in [Vardulakis, 1991].

Lemma 1 The number of poles of a polynomial matrix
A(s) (it has only poles at infinity) is equal to the number
k of finite zeros (including multiplicities) plus the number
of infinite Smith zeros plus the sum dr of the degrees of
the vectors in a minimal basis of the right null-space of
A(s) plus the sum dl of the degrees of the vectors in a
minimal basis of the left null-space of A(s) .

Corollary 2 Let A(s) be a polynomial matrix of degree
d and rank r. Then

rd = k +m∞ + dr + dl

PROOF. Proof is direct from Lemma 1 and our defi-
nition of zeros at infinity in Section 2.1.2.

Consider a square full-rank polynomial matrix A(s) of
dimension n and degree d with a set {z1, z2, . . . , zk} of fi-
nite zeros and with m∞ zeros at infinity. From Corollary
2 it follows that nd = k+m∞. Suppose that we want to
extract an n × n factor R(s) of degree dR containing a
subset of k̄ finite zeros of A(s):

• If k̄ = ndR and R(s) contains only the k̄ finite zeros
of A(s) then we say that the factorization is exact.

• If k̄ is not an integer multiple of n, then the exact
factorization of a subset of k̄ finite zeros of A(s) is not
possible. In this case we can see that R(s) contains
the k̄ finite zeros but also some zeros at infinity.

The condition that the degree dR = k̄/n of factor R(s)
should be an integer is only a necessary condition to
have an exact factorization. We also require that equa-
tion L(s)R(s) = A(s) can be solved for a polynomial
factor L(s). Solvability of the above polynomial matrix
equation is related to the fact that A(s) and the ex-
tracted factor R(s) have the same Jordan pairs associ-
ated to the extracted zeros as explained in Chapter 7 of
[Gohberg et al., 1982b].

Example 3 Consider the matrix

A(s) =

[
s −s2

1 0

]

which has two finite zeros at s = 0 and two zeros at
infinity. Suppose that we want to extract exactly a factor
R(s) containing the two finite zeros. We can see that the
degree of R(s) should be dR = 2/2 = 1. For instance we
can propose

R(s) =

[
s 0

0 s

]
.

Nevertheless there is no solution L(s) for the polynomial
equation L(s)R(s) = A(s). As a result, R(s) is not a
valid right factor of A(s). One possible factorization is
given by

R(s) =

[
1 0

0 s2

]
, L(s) =

[
s −1

1 0

]
.
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Notice that R(s) has the two finite zeros at s = 0 but also
two zeros at infinity, so the factorization is not exact.

By analogy, we say that A(s) can have an exact factor-
ization of its infinite zeros whenever n∞ is an integer
multiple of n. By duality, notice that zeros at the origin
are introduced when exact factorization is impossible,
see Example 5.

When A(s) has rank r < n, from Corollary 2 we can see
that rd = k + m∞ + dl + dr where dl and dr. So, for
A(s) to have an exact factorization of its right null-space,
R(s) should have full row-rank equal to r and its degree
dR should verify rdR = dr. When the factorization of
the null-space is not exact, R(s) has also some zeros at
infinity, see Examples 4 and 6.

3 The algorithm

As a basic assumption we consider that the finite zeros of
polynomial matrix A(s) are given as input data. Finding
the finite zeros of a general polynomial matrix in a nu-
merical sound way is a difficult problem in numerical lin-
ear algebra. The most widely accepted method consists
in applying the QZ algorithm over a related pencil or lin-
earization ofA(s) [Moler and Stewart, 1973]. The QZ al-
gorithm is backward stable, nevertheless it can be shown
that a small backward error in the coefficients of the pen-
cil can sometimes yield large errors in the coefficients of
the polynomial matrix [Tisseur and Meerbergen, 2001].
In [Lemonnier and Van Dooren, 2004] an optimal scal-
ing of the pencil is proposed and it is shown that the
zeros of A(s) can be computed with a small backward
error in its coefficients.

Once the zeros of A(s) are given, we divide the problem
of JSF into two major parts: first the computation of the
eigenstructure of A(s), second the extraction of factor
P (s).

3.1 Computing the eigenstructure

In [Zúñiga and Henrion, 2004a] we outlined some block
Toeplitz algorithms to obtain the eigenstructure of a
polynomial matrix A(s). We showed how the infinite
structure and the null-space structure of A(s) can be
obtained by solving iteratively linear systems (6) and (7)
of increasing size. We also showed that if we know the
finite zeros of A(s), then solving iteratively systems (5)
of increasing size allows to obtain the finite structure.

In order to solve systems (5), (6) or (7) we use re-
liable numerical linear algebra methods such as the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), the Column
Echelon Form (CEF) or the LQ (dual to QR) factor-
ization. All these methods are numerically stable, see
for example [Golub and Van Loan, 1996]. In [Zúñiga

and Henrion , 2004b] we also presented a fast version
of the LQ factorization and the CEF. The fast algo-
rithms are based on the displacement structure theory
[Kailath and Sayed, 1999] and can be a good option
when the dimensions of systems (5), (6) or (7) are very
large. Numerical stability of fast algorithms is more
difficult to ensure however.

Preliminary results on the backward error analysis of the
algorithms summarized in [Zúñiga and Henrion, 2004a]
are presented in [Zúñiga and Henrion, 2005]. There we
determine a bound for the backward error produced by
the LQ factorization in the coefficients of matrix A(s)
when solving (5), (6) or (7). We summarize here these
results.

Consider that A(s) has a vector v(s) of degree δ in
the basis of its null-space. The computed vector v̂(s),
obtained from (7) via the LQ factorization, is the ex-
act null-space vector of the slightly perturbed matrix
A(s) + ∆(s), where matrix coefficients of perturbation
polynomial matrix ∆(s) = ∆0 +∆1s+ · · ·+∆ds

d satisfy

‖∆i‖2 ≤ O(ε)‖TN [A(s), δ + 1]‖2.

where O(ε) is a constant of the order of the machine
precision ε.

Now consider that A(s) has a zero z and a chain of k
associated eigenvectors {v1, v2, . . . , vk}. The computed
vectors {v̂1, v̂2, . . . , v̂k} associated to the computed zero
ẑ, obtained from (5) via the LQ factorization, are the
exact vectors associated to the exact zero ẑ of the slightly
perturbed matrix A(s) + ∆(s) with

‖∆j‖2 ≤ O(ε)‖TZ [a(|ẑ|), k]‖2 ,

and where a(s) = ‖Ad‖sd + · · ·+ ‖A0‖ .

3.2 Extracting a polynomial factor

Consider a square non-singular n-by-n polynomial ma-
trix A(s) with a set of finite zeros z = {z1, z2, . . . , zq}.
The finite zero zj for j = 1, 2, . . . , q has a number mG

of chains of associated eigenvectors, or geometric mul-
tiplicity. The ith chain of eigenvectors satisfies (5). For
index i = 1, 2, . . . ,mG define the (d + 1)n-by-ki block
Toeplitz matrix

Vi =



vi1 vi2 · · · vi(ki−1) viki

vi0 vi1 · · · vi(ki−2) vi(ki−1)

vi(−1) vi0 · · · vi(ki−3) vi(ki−2)

...

vi(−d+1) vi(−d+2) · · · vi(−d+ki−1) vi(−d+ki)
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with vit = 0 for t ≤ 0, and build up the matrix Wj =
[V1 · · ·VmG ] called the characteristic matrix of zj . Now
suppose we want to extract a factor R(s) containing the
set of zeros z and such that A(s) = L(s)R(s). Since
R(s) = R0 +R1s+ · · ·+Rds

d contains the zero zj and
shares the same eigenvectors, equation (5) is also true for
TZ [R(s), ki]. Notice that this equation can be rewritten
as

[
R̄0 R̄1 · · · R̄d

]
Vi = 0

and finally that

[
R̄0 R̄1 · · · R̄d

]
= RS =

[
R0 · · · Rd

]


I

zjI I
...

...
. . .

zdj I dz
d−1
j I · · · I



So, since square matrix S is not singular, we can see that
the coefficients of R(s) can be obtained from a basis of
the left null-space of a constant matrix, namely,

[
R0 R1 · · · Rd

] [
W1 W2 · · · Wq

]
= RW = 0.

To solve this last equation we can use some of the nu-
merical linear algebra methods mentioned above. Notice
that matrix W has a left null-space of dimension larger
than n, in general. In other words, we have several op-
tions for the rows of R(s). We choose the rows in order
to have a minimum degree and R(s) column reduced, for
more details see [Henrion and Šebek, 2000]. Column re-
ducedness of factor R(s) controls the introduction of in-
finite Smith zeros. As pointed out in [Callier, 1985], this
control is important for the spectral symmetric factor
extraction. Nevertheless, notice that, even if R(s) has no
infinite Smith zeros, when the factorization is not exact
it has some zeros at infinity.

Example 4 Consider the matrix of Example 2.
We want to extract a factor R(s) containing the
two finite zeros at s = 0. With the algorithms of
[Zúñiga and Henrion, 2004a] we obtain the two charac-
teristics vectors associated to s = 0

v1 =

[
0

1

]
, v2 =

[
0

0

]
.

Then we can construct matrix

W =



0 0

1 0

0 0

0 1

0 0

0 0


such that a basis of its left null-space allows to find factor
R(s):

[
R0 R1 R2

]
W =


1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

W = 0.

Notice that no pair of rows in the basis of the left null-
space of W gives a factor

R(s) =

[
s 0

0 s

]
.

Choosing rows 1 and 4 we obtain a column reduced factor
R(s) which is the same as in Example 2.

Now we naturally extend these results to extract a factor
sharing the same null-space as a square singular n × n
polynomial matrix A(s) of rank r and degree d. Suppose
that a minimal basis of the null-space of A(s) contains
the vectors vi(s) = vi0 + vi1s + · · · + vidis

di for i =
1, 2, . . . , n − r such that A(s)vi(s) = 0. Define the (d +
1)n-by-(di + d+ 1) block Toeplitz matrix

Wi =


vi0 · · · vidi 0

. . . . . .

0 vi0 · · · vidi

 ,
and build up the matrix W = [W1 · · ·Wn−r]. Then we
can see that a factor R(s) = R0 + R1s + · · · + Rds

d

sharing the same null-space as A(s) can be obtained by
solving the system[
R0 R1 · · · Rd

]
W = 0.

Example 5 Consider the matrix

A(s) =


s 0 1

s2 0 s

2s− s2 0 2− s

 .
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We want to extract a factor R(s) sharing the same
right null-space as A(s). With the algorithms of
[Zúñiga and Henrion, 2004a] we obtain the vectors

v1(s) =


0

1

0

 , v2(s) =


−0.71

0

0.71s


generating a basis for the right null-space of A(s). Then
we can construct matrix

W =



0 0 0 −0.71 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.71 0 0

0 0 0 0 −0.71 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.71 0

0 0 0 0 0 −0.71 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.71


such that a basis of its left null-space allows to find factor
R(s)

[
R0 R1 R2

]
W =

[
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

]
W = 0.

So, the minimum degree and rank r factor is

R(s) =
[
s 0 1

]
.

Notice that R(s) has no zeros at infinity, so the factor-
ization is exact.

Finally we sketch our algorithm for the JSF.

Algorithm spect
For an n × n para-Hermitian polynomial matrix A(s)
with constant signature, rank r and degree d, this al-
gorithm computes the JSF A(s) = PT (−s)JP (s). We
consider that the set z of finite zeros of A(s) is given.

(1) If r < n, extract an r × n polynomial factor Rn(s)
sharing the same right null-space as A(s). Solve the
polynomial equation

A(s) = RTn (−s)X1(s)Rn(s)

where X1(s) is a full-rank r× r polynomial matrix
containing only the finite zeros of A(s) and some
zeros at infinity. If r = n let A(s) = X1(s).

(2) Extract a polynomial factor Rf (s) containing the
finite left half plane zeros of A(s) and half of its fi-
nite zeros on the imaginary axis. Solve the polyno-
mial equation

X1(s) = RTf (−s)X2(s)Rf (s)

where X2(s) is a full-rank unimodular matrix.
(3) Extract from X2(s) a factor R∞(s) containing half

of its zeros at infinity. Solve the polynomial equa-
tion

X2(s) = RT∞(−s)CR∞(s)

where C is a constant matrix such that CT = C.
(4) Finally factorize C = UTJU . At the end we obtain

the searched spectral factor

P (s) = UR∞(s)Rf (s)Rn(s).

Reliable algorithms to solve polynomial equations of
the type A(s)X(s)B(s) = C(s) are based on iteratively
solving linear systems of equations, see documenta-
tion of functions axb, xab and axbc of the Polynomial
Toolbox for Matlab [PolyX Ltd., 1998]. Factorization of
matrix C in step 4 is assured by the Schur algorithm
[Golub and Van Loan, 1996].

3.3 Canonicity

When A(s) is positive definite, factorization in step 3
is always exact and factor P (s) has always half of the
zeros at infinity of A(s), see [Callier, 1985]. If A(s) is
indefinite, there are cases where an exact factoriza-
tion in step 3 is not possible. For instance consider
that X2(s) results in the unimodular matrix of Ex-
ample 3.3 in [Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994]. In that
case notice that X2(s) can have a factorization with
a non-minimal degree spectral factor 5 . When A(s) is
diagonally reduced, i.e. without Smith infinite zeros
[Callier, 1985], this non-minimality in the factorization
of X2(s) implies that P (s) is not canonical in the sense
of [Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994]. Nevertheless notice
that, even if we cannot conclude about the diagonal
reducedness of A(s), the non-minimality in the factor-
ization of X2(s) can be detected. So, in general we can
say that a JSF is not canonical if P (s) has more than
half of the zeros at infinity of A(s).

Example 6 Consider the matrix

A(s) =

[
0 12− 10s− 4s2 + 2s3

12 + 10s− 4s2 − 2s3 −16s2 + 4s4

]

5 In the sense that the degree of X2(s) is not the double of
the degree of R∞(s).
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which has finite zeros {−1, 1,−2, 2,−3, 3} and two zeros
at infinity. First we extract the factor

Rf (s) =

[
3 + 4s+ s2 0

0 2 + s

]

containing the negative finite zeros ofA(s), and we derive
the factorization

A(s) = RTf (−s)X2(s)Rf (s) = RTf (−s)

[
0 2

2 −4s2

]
Rf (s).

Notice that X2(s) is unimodular and has 4 zeros at in-
finity. The only column reduced factor containing 2 ze-
ros at infinity that we can extract from X2(s) is given by
R∞(s) = diag{1, s2}. Notice that R∞(s) has also two fi-
nite zeros at 0, so the factorization is not exact. With Al-
gorithm 3.2 of [Kwakernaak and Šebek, 1994] 6 we can
factorize X2(s) as X2(s) = RT∞(−s)diag{1,−1}R∞(s)
with

R∞(s) =

[
1 1− s2

1 −1− s2

]
.

Finally, the spectral factor P (s) is given by

P (s) =

[
3 + 4s+ s2 2 + s− 2s2 − s3

3 + 4s+ s2 −2− s− 2s2 − s3

]
.

Notice that A given by (4) does not exist, we cannot
conclude about the diagonal reducedness of A(s), but we
can say that the factorization is not canonical according
to our definition. Spectral factor P (s) has finite zeros
{−1,−2,−3} but also 3 zeros at infinity, namely, more
than half of the zeros at infinity of A(s).

3.4 Singular factorizations

WhenA(s) is rank deficient, we extract a non-square fac-
torRn(s) at step 1. Equivalently we can extract a square
factor as in (2) with the reliable methods presented
in [Henrion and Šebek, 1999]. Differences between both
approaches are showed in the following example.

Example 7 Consider the singular matrix

A(s) =


s2 + s8 s+ s7 s4

−s− s7 −1− s6 −s3

s4 s3 1

 .
6 Numerical reliability of this algorithm is not guaranteed,
however.

Matrix A(s) has rank 2 and 14 zeros at infinity. A right
null-space basis is given by v(s) = [−0.71 0.71s 0]T . A
factor Rn(s) sharing the same right null-space as A(s) is
given by

Rn(s) =

[
0 0 1

s 1 0

]
,

so we have the factorization RTn (−s)X2(s)Rn(s) = A(s)
with

X2(s) =

[
1 s3

−s3 −1− s6

]
.

Matrix X2(s) has only zeros at infinity and it can be ex-
actly factorized as X2(s) = RT∞(−s)diag{1,−1}R∞(s)
with

R∞(s) =

[
1 s3

0 1

]
.

Therefore the non-square spectral factor P (s) is given by

P (s) = R∞(s)Rn(s) =

[
s4 s3 1

s 1 0

]
.

Notice that A given by (4) has rank 1, we cannot con-
clude about the diagonal reducedness of A(s), but we can
say that the factorization is canonical according to our
definition. Spectral factor P (s) has 7 zeros at infinity,
namely, half of the zeros at infinity of A(s). On the other
hand, if at step 1 of the algorithm we take a square factor
Rn(s) such that RTn (−s)X2(s)Rn(s) = A(s) with

X2(s) =


−1 s3 0

−s3 1 + s6 0

0 0 0

 ,

Rn(s) =


s+ s7 1 + s6 s3

s4 s3 1

1.4 + 0.71s6 0.71s5 0.71s2

 ,
then square non-singular factor P (s) is given by

P (s) =


s4 s3 1

s 1 0

1.4 + 0.71s6 0.71s5 0.71s2

 .
In this case notice that the factorization is not canoni-
cal according to our definition. Factor P (s) now has full
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rank, but this implies the introduction of zeros at infin-
ity. P (s) has 18 zeros at infinity, namely, more than half
of the zeros at infinity of A(s).

4 Conclusions

A numerical algorithm for the polynomial matrix J-
spectral factorization was presented in this paper. In
contrast with almost all the existing algorithms in the
polynomial approach [Callier, 1985, Kwakernaak and
Šebek, 1994] our algorithm can deal with a possibly sin-
gular, indefinite polynomial para-Hermitian matrix with
zeros along the imaginary axis. Moreover, no elementary
operations over polynomials are needed, and the algo-
rithm is only based on numerically reliable operations:

• computation of the eigenstructure with the block
Toeplitz methods described in [Zúñiga and Henrion,
2004a];

• successive factor extractions along the lines described
in [Henrion and Šebek, 2000];

• linear polynomial matrix equations solving.

Another approach to solving the J-spectral factorization
problem is the state-space approach, where the prob-
lem is related with the solution of an algebraic Ric-
cati equation. Maybe the most efficient algorithms with
this approach are presented in [Stefanovski, 2003] and
[Stefanovski, 2004] for the discrete case. Our algorithm
is as general as the algorithm in [Stefanovski, 2003] but
we can also handle singular matrices using the null-space
factor extraction presented here or the reliable triangu-
larization methods of [Henrion and Šebek, 1999].

Direct comparisons between our algorithm and the algo-
rithm in [Stefanovski, 2003] are difficult to achieve and
it is out of the scope of this paper. We claim that both
algorithms improve classical methods in their own style.
On the one hand, algorithm in [Stefanovski, 2003] avoids
some preparatory steps usually necessary in the state-
space approach via a minimal state-space dimension. So,
it brings improvements in terms of computational effort.
On the other hand, our algorithm avoids elementary op-
erations over polynomials which are the basis of stan-
dard polynomial methods. So, it brings improvements in
terms of numerical stability.

Notice, however, that global backward stability of al-
gorithm spect cannot be guaranteed. Consider for ex-
ample the null-space factor extraction: the null-space
computed by algorithms in [Zúñiga and Henrion, 2004a]
is used as input of the factor extraction algorithm de-
scribed here in section 3.2. So, it is the sensitivity of
the null-space structure problem that determines how
the backward error of the factor extraction algorithm is
projected into the coefficients of the analyzed polyno-
mial matrix, and unfortunately this null-space problem
is generally ill-posed.

Even if there exist satisfactory results on computing the
finite zeros of a polynomial matrix [Lemonnier and Van
Dooren, 2004], in practice, a real advantage of the state-
space methods over our algorithm is that they do not
need to compute these finite zeros beforehand. Never-
theless notice that, by exploiting the information on the
eigenstructure of the polynomial matrix, further insight
is lend into several cases of J-spectral factorization. Con-
sider for example the non-canonical factorization: we
have seen that it is related with a non exact extraction
of the infinite structure of the polynomial matrix.

Another advantage of using the polynomial eigenstruc-
ture is that our algorithm can be applied almost verba-
tim to the discrete time case 7 . In fact, a discrete time
polynomial matrix can be considered as a continuous
time rational matrix. The structure at infinity of the
discrete polynomial matrix is mapped into the infinite
structure and the structure at s = 0 of the associated
rational matrix. This fact explains the presence of the
spurious zeros [Stefanovski, 2004] but also allows us to
handle them naturally. For the discrete time case, factor-
ization in step 3 of the algorithm spect presented here,
can be achieved in two different ways: (1) by extracting
a factor containing the finite zeros at s = 0 (also zeros at
infinity of the discrete time polynomial matrix) and (2)
by extracting a factor containing only zeros at infinity.
In the case (1) we recover the result of Algorithm 1 in
[Stefanovski, 2004] with the presence of spurious zeros,
and in the case (2) we recover the result of Algorithm 2
in [Stefanovski, 2004].
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